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Temporal character of pulsed-laser cone emission
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Temporal character of cone emission from Sr vapor excited with;3-ns, near-resonant laser pulses is studied
with ;0.5-ns resolution. The cone pulses appear significantly narrower than the laser pulse. Their properties
~amplitude, width, energy, delay, and angular distribution! systematically depend on the laser energy and
detuning in a way that contradicts present, steady-state models of cone emission.
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Cone emission~CE! refers to an angularly isolated con
of light emitted in the forward direction from a medium i
luminated by a laser beam. It has been detected from g
liquids, air, and atomic vapors in dozens of experiments p
formed under different conditions with pulsed and stea
state, continuous wave~cw! excitation @10#. In liquids and
glasses the phenomenon is reasonably well understood
atomic vapors, however, only a cw excitation experiment@1#
has yielded results that could be understood; almost all o
experiments have been with pulsed lasers, yielding very
ferent results that are not satisfactorily explained. One of
major differences in the atomic versus the liquid or gla
experiments is the medium saturation, which is major
atoms, but very weak for liquids and glass. Saturation is a
significantly higher for pulsed excitation than in the cw r
gime. In this work we concentrate on the situation wher
medium consisting of ‘‘two-level’’ atoms is perturbed by la
ser pulses of some nanosecond duration and 1–10-GHz
width, blue detuned~;100 GHz! from resonance, and with
CE occurring on the red side of the atomic resonance
broad frequency range typically 1–2 times the laser detun
and at 10–50-mrad angle.

Most theories of CE are based on four-wave mixi
~FWM! between pump and Rabi sidebands to obtain reas
able conversion from the pump to the cone radiation@2#.
FWM explains the results of cw experiments@1#, yet in the
pulsed experiments the fourth wave, on the high freque
side of the laser, is absent, e.g., Refs.@3,4#, at least at low
light intensity. References@5–7# considered Cherenkov-typ
emission as an alternative source of CE that does not req
a fourth wave@6#, however, it is yet to be determined if th
type of emission could have sufficient efficiency to expla
the observed intensities of the CE. Most of the existing th
ries of CE deal with the steady-state situation and the puls
laser CE is still far from even a qualitative explanation@10#.

In the hopes of clarifying the causes of pulsed-la
atomic CE, we have studied the temporal character of
The only previous measurement@8# had insufficient resolu-
tion to see when within the laser pulse the CE was emit
Harter and Boyd@2# measured the temporal character of t
laser beam before and after the cell, finding no changes
3-ns pulse, but they did not study the temporal characte
the CE. Yet this is an important issue for at least two reaso
First, the broad CE spectrum is often attributed to the va
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ing laser intensity during the pulse. This predicts that
portion of the CE at small detuning arises during the sm
intensity parts of the pulse, and visa versa. Next, all theo
assume that only the laser beam is strong enough to sev
modify the vapor dielectric constant and to produce large
detunings. This is based on the observation that the total
energy from one pulse is only a few percent of the las
pulse energy. But if the CE was emitted during a very sh
portion of the laser pulse, the instantaneous CE power co
be large enough to significantly modify the medium, a
even to feed back on the laser-beam propagation. Since
rent theories@9# do not achieve reasonable conversion in
CE, some such unexpected phenomena must be at work

In our experiment, a 10-Hz, injection-seeded Nd:YA
beam was tripled to pump a dye laser tuned to the blue
of the Sr 51S0-5 1P1 , 460.7-nm resonance line. The optic
setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1. After spatial filterin
the spatially near-Gaussian dye-laser beam was focused
the entrance of a 5-cm long Sr cell. Laser detuning fro
resonance,DL5nL2n0 , was 50–100 GHz and its linewidth
1–2 GHz. The laser conditions were adjusted to yield a fa
smooth single-peaked pulse of;3-ns duration. To obtain the
CE data, light emitted from the cell into an angular ran
that included the CE, but not the laser beam, was focu
onto a fast Sip- i -n photodiode, whose output was record
with a real-time, 1-GHz oscilloscope and a Polaroid came
For some of the data, finer annular apertures~A in Fig. 1!
between the cell and the focusing lens selected angular
tions of CE. The diode was also illuminated by a fraction

FIG. 1. The experimental setup. A pulsed dye-laser beam is s
into a strong beam~1! and a weak reference~2!. The inset shows
schematically the range of cone angles and frequenciesnc ~shaded!.
When nL.n0 , nc spans a wide range on the red side ofn0 . The
characteristic dependence betweenu andnc allows spectral resolu-
tion of CE by selection of specific angles.
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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the incident light~beam 2 in Fig. 1! to yield simultaneous
recording of the incident and cone pulses.

To avoid errors due to temporal drifts, a measured de
of 6 ns was used between beams 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, and
cone and reference pulses were recorded on the same
oscilloscope trace. The CE pulses were recorded under w
defined conditions of Sr vapor density~;1014cm3 at
;560 °C!, buffer gas pressure~;2 Torr of Ar!, laser pulse
energy and frequency, and range of cone angles transm
to the detector. All data presented below has been take
photographically superimposing;100 pulses to show the
effect of incident pulse fluctuations. An independent las
pulse detector triggered the scope. Details of the beam s
ing and imaging optics and the cell are described in Ref.@10#
and are not shown here. As in Ref.@10#, the conditions for
self-focusing are determined by imaging the cell exit pla
onto a charge-coupled device~CCD! camera; the intensity
I CE(n,u) is measured as a function of frequencyn and cone
angleu using a grating spectrometer and CCD camera.
example of theI CE(n,u) spectrum is shown schematically
inset to Fig. 1.

We have confirmed a result noted in Ref.@10#: CE occurs
when self-focusing takes place, either as a single s
focused filament or as a number of separated filame
within the full beam diameter. In the present experiment,
illuminated the cell with an 1–10mJ and a 0.85-mm-diam
beam. This beam broke up into typically 5–100 separate
ments of 50–100-mm diameter, depending on the detunin
These were seen in a high-resolution image of the exit pla
the full beam size at the exit plane was still;0.85 mm. Also
in the far field, there was no visible change of the be
diameter due to the spatial beam breakup. This shows
without imaging of the exit plane, self-focusing can be u
noticed, as demonstrated in Refs.@3,11#.

For the beam diameter and maximum intensity used h
CE is well resolved from the laser beam only forDL
530– 100 GHz. For larger detuning, cones are weak and
ficult to observe, while forDL,30 GHz, the cone is ob
scured by a diffuse, wide-angle background at the laser
quency. Figure 2 shows examples of typical incident lig
and CE pulses recorded with the setup of Fig. 1. Figure 2~a!
depicts the narrowest observed CE pulses and defines
evant timing parameters—advancementD, delay D0 , and
pulse widthW full width at half maximum~FWHM!—while
Fig. 2~b! shows CE pulses for various laser energiesI L . We
observe that the CE pulses:~1! are much narrower and
steeper than the 3-ns laser pulses;~2! generally peak on the
leading edge of the incident laser pulse, rather than on
maximum; and~3! do not exhibit any component delaye
from the laser pulse including later times not shown in F
2.

When analyzing the pulse data taken for different la
energiesI L and detunings, we have found that most of t
CE pulse parameters systematically depend on thereduced
intensity, defined asI R5I L /(DL)2. In particular, Fig. 3~a!
presents the dependence of the peak amplitudeA of the CE
pulse on the incident energy and detuning, using param
I R . As can be seen, the data fits the linear relationA}I R
within the experimental uncertainty. In Fig. 3~b!, the depen-
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dence of the CE pulse widthW is plotted versusI R . Note
that as the CE pulse amplitude shrinks, its width approac
the 0.45-ns instrumental resolution of our detection syst
seen in Fig. 2~c! as the response of the diode and scope
300-fs laser pulses. Thus, the shortest actual CE pulse m
be considerably shorter than 0.45 ns. The CE energy take
ECE}A•W is shown in Fig. 3~c!. This is quadratic at the
lower I R , but asW in Fig. 3~b! starts to saturate at the large
I R , so doesECE in Fig. 3~c!. The advancementD of the CE
peak relative to the peak of the laser pulse varies from20.2
to 0.7 ns. It is not correlated withI R , and is not plotted here

FIG. 2. Typical light pulses recorded:~a! top, incident laser;
bottom, CE atDL5100 GHz andI L51.9mJ. D (D0) and W are
defined as the delay between peaks~onsets! of the incident and CE
pulses and the pulse width~FWHM!. ~b! Top, incident laser; lower,
CE pulses corresponding toDL580 GHz andI L57.5, 3.8, and 1.9
mJ ~from top to bottom!. ~c! Response of the detection system
300-fs light pulses.~d! Laser pulse axially transmitted through th
cell ~lower trace! at DL50 andI L50.7 mJ. The asterisk marks the
contributions due to ASE~see text!. The horizontal scale is 1 ns/div
The vertical scale is arbitrarily adjusted for each trace for optim
viewing, except in~b!, where all traces have the same AU.

FIG. 3. Log2-log2 plots of dependences of the CE parameters
the reduced intensity I R : ~a! amplitude, ~b! width, ~c!
energy5amplitude3width, ~d! onset delayD0 . Straight lines rep-
resent different power dependences onI R : linear in ~a! and ~b!,
quadratic in~c!, and I R

21 in ~d!. The vertical scale in~a! and ~c! is
arbitrary.
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On the other hand, the delayD0 between the onsets of th
two pulses follows a 1/I R dependence@Fig. 3~d!#. This shows
that D0 , rather thanD, is the relevant parameter for chara
terization of CE.

We have also analyzed the angular dependence of the
pulses. By taking annular rings of different diameters,
were able to study temporal character of light emitted
different cone anglesu. In view of the correlation between
the angle and frequency of CE, depicted in inset to Fig. 1,
were thus able to study temporal character of different sp
tral componentsnc of the cone emission. This method o
spectral selection is not perfect: at the smaller angles it lo
n resolution and there is some leaking of the strong la
beam that is substantially spatially broadened during pro
gation through the cell. Nevertheless, we have found that
pulses corresponding to angles up to 31~21! mrad for DL
550(100) GHz have very similar temporal shape. They h
;0.7-ns width and occur near the laser peak. In contrast,
pulses of cone light emitted at larger angles~42 and 31 mrad
for L550 and 100 GHz, respectively!, i.e., corresponding to
smaller detuning ofc from 0, they are longer and delaye
W51.4 (0.9) ns andD050.6 (1) ns forDL550(100) GHz.

In addition to the CE pulses, we have also studied
laser pulses transmitted through the Sr vapor. The lower t
in Fig. 2~d! shows a small portion of the laser pulse tran
mitted through a 0.5-mm pinhole aperture;50 cm beyond
the cell. The laser detuning from the resonanceDL is zero
and the upper trace is the full incident pulse. The transmi
pulse shows a complex, rapidly varying structure af
;1.5-ns delay, due to temporal pulse breakup in the cell
addition, a short pulse of transmitted light reproducibly o
curs at the leading edge of the laser pulse. This short puls
attributed to a broadband amplified spontaneous emis
~ASE! of the laser dye that occurs only in the first nanos
ond, before the buildup of optical feedback within the dy
laser cavity. Since the ASE contribution is strongly col
mated along the laser beam axis, there is no contributio
ASE light to the off-axis cone light. By comparison wit
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! it is seen that there is no temporal coi
cidence between this ASE pulse and CE. This observa
indicates that it is very unlikely that ASE could seed CE,
has often been speculated.

One of biggest surprises of this study of the tempo
character of pulsed CE is that the CE occurs in the form
very narrow pulses that do not peak at the incident pu
intensity peak@Figs. 2~a!, 2~b!#, as would be expected fo
most nonlinear phenomena. This indicates that CE is
directly related to the time evolution of the incident pulse b
represents independent, nonadiabatic buildup in a time th
much shorter than the incident pulse.

One idea, suggested by the very brief CE pulse in
near-threshold region, is that the CE may be formed dur
very brief periods. Then, to be consistent with the measu
CE energy as a fraction of the laser-pulse energy, it mus
a very significant intensity~comparable to the laser beam!
during these generation periods. Most models have assu
that only the incident laser beam significantly modifies
medium, not the CE itself. But if the CE intensity is comp
rable to the incident intensity, this could significantly alt
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the propagation of the various beams. Qualitative simila
of the CE and axially transmitted laser pulses strongly s
ports the idea of such a feedback.

From the systematic dependences shown in Fig. 3, it
lows that I R is the relevant parameter that determines
properties of CE. Particularly interesting here are the dep
dencesA}I R and W}I R that yield CE energyECE}I R

2. It
was previously observed that the CE pulse energy is q
dratic in incident pulse energy, below saturation@3,4#. It had
been assumed that this resulted from a process that w
quadratic function of intensity, like four-wave-mixing or co
operative resonance fluorescence. The present data show
this relation occurs, instead, because the CE pulse ampli
and width are both linear functions of intensity below sa
ration. Another idea, suggested by the linearity of CE pow
with incident intensity, is that a large, saturated fraction
laser beam energy is converted to CE during the time w
CE is generated. If approximately a constant fraction of
laser energy is converted from each saturated filament
CE, the net cone pulse amplitude should be proportiona
the number of filaments, known to be proportional to t
laser intensity@2#. This would explain the observedA}I R

dependence.
The fact that cone and laser peaks do not coincide in

cates that the effect is not a standard nonlinear process
contrast to the delayD from the laser peak, which is not ver
meaningful, the delay of the pulse onsetsD0 exhibits a clear
1/I R dependence@Fig. 3~d!#. Such dependence is characte
istic for cooperative processes like superfluorescence@12#
and cooperative Raman scattering@13#. In these processes
analogous dependence is observed in the delay of coop
tive emission relative to the time when saturation and/or
version is reached in an atomic system. Another well-kno
feature of the cooperative emission is the shortening of
cooperative emission pulses with increasing laser intens
In our experiment, however, the opposite behavior is
served@Fig. 3~b!#. This could be due to the above mention
increasing number of filaments at elevatedI R : even if indi-
vidual CE pulses stemming from individual filaments exhi
characteristic cooperative shortening, but fluctuate tem
rarily, our accumulative recording of some 100 pulses wit
limited time resolution would result in a wide broaden
pulse.

These observations contradict earlier models based
steady-state calculations. One particularly popular model@2#
assumed that CE occurs on the Rabi sideband. There
also experimental evidence showing that the maximum
CE scales like the generalized Rabi frequencyV8 @3#. On the
other hand, other experimental studies@4,11,14# indicate that
despite this scaling, the detuning ofnc differs from V8. The
present results provide additional arguments that CEdoes not
occur on the Rabi sideband. If CE were generated as on
the Rabi sidebands andDc5nc2n0 were related to the inci-
dent intensity during the pulse, then asV8 increases with
intensity, the largestDc would occur at the pulse peak, an
the smallerDc would occur on both sides of the peak, wi
an increasing separation asDc decreases. This possibility i
clearly ruled out by the measurements of CE pulses at
1-3
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ferentQ, i.e., differentnc , so CE cannot be directly assoc
ated with the AC-Stark enhanced emission or gain as s
gested in Refs.@2,8#.

This reported time-resolved study of CE has considera
expanded the available information regarding the chara
of pulse-excited atomic CE: it rules out the possibility th
CE is seeded by laser ASE, and does not support the F
interpretation of this phenomenon. CE may be related
temporal beam breakup found by Crenshaw and Can
@15# and Starostinet al. @16# by numerical analysis. Thes
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observations indicate that a full interpretation of CE sho
be based on nonperturbative and nonstationary theory inc
ing the coupled effects of both the incident and CE fields
the medium as well as atomic correlation effects.
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